Jayscee Gop Race As Tech Receives Award For Regatta

Last week in the Tech Varsity crew established itself as one of the great crews in the history of Technology by defeating Harvard in length and establishing the old mark over by four seconds. Although there are no records to substantiate the fact, it is believed that this is the first time in 15 years of competition between the two clubs that a Tech Varsity boat has triumphed. Although Tech won only two of the four races, the Varsity and Junior Varsity, it was awarded the trophy for the Varsity win.

Bill Moeh, crew coach, had previously stated that this year's Varsity boat was the best crew in 20 years at Tech since her arrival, the time it took to move the boat over the mile water mark was established.

Crews Match Sprints

With this record behind them the Techs will now sprint with the Crimson at 8:16 P.M. tomorrow night in the Fenway. This will be the third Tech race, strikes A Brown held (Continued on Page 6).

Varsity Crew Sweeps Charles, Defeating Harvard For First Time And Setting New Records

CROSS COUNTRY TEAM LINES UP

The start of the quadangular race at Tufts last Saturday. The M.L.Y. harriers, from left to right: Hardy, Joseph, Brad, Rosape, Poemen, Bryant, and Bailey.

Tech's cross-country team again showed the fine form they first exhibited in the race with Harvard last year to place second behind Dartmouth in last Saturday's four-way meet with Harvard, Dartmouth, and Tufts.

The most spectacular part of the race came in the final mile when three Dartmouth runners, leading a total of 106 counters.

The meet finished a close second with a tally of 41 points, while Harvard came in for a sum of 69. Tufts placed fifth, establishing records of 2:00.9, 2:02.6, and 2:00.2, respectively.

The drive ended officially last Saturday, October 9, but since the goal of $2,552.32 had not been reached, contributions were accepted during the week.

Army Drive

The Army men housed in the senior and undergraduate dormitories will be solicited during the first week of next term, it was announced by William B. Rose, General Secretary of the T.C.A.

The total amount of $2,552.32 represented the sum contributed to the annual T.C.A. drive up to Wednesday, October 11, and the remaining $21,844 will go to the World Student Service Fund.

Jay Cecile

Tailed Elected To Presidency of M.I.T.A.A.

Successor Schoenwald; Will Hold Position Through Next Term

Caleb S. Tuff, 2-44, was elected president of the T.C.A. Although the annual meeting held Wednesday afternoon by the Cambridge Ligation League was announced by Ernie T. Schoenwald, 2-44, who will go to Chemical Engineering practice at the end of the current semester, Schoenwald's name would ordinarily have appeared as the end of the second term. Tuff is expected to be in office at the end of Schoenwald's term.

Tuff explained last year's baseball team and coached the Florence Field Day softball team. He represents the Senior Class on the Institute Committee as well as holding the presidency of the Athletic Association. Tuff is an intern, 19, and manager of Field Day this year, was also dominated for the presidency.

Post-War Return To Usual Program Is Compton Plan

Other Institute Plans Revealed In President's Report To Corporation

The Institute plans to return to a normal school year on a post-war basis after the war, it was revealed in a letter to Mr. 2-44 M. Compton, December 13. Compton's annual report to the Corporation, which he submitted last Wednesday, he said that though it was unnecessary to change the programs now in progress, it would serve the purpose to assist the students who had been overseas during the war.

The recommendation has been handed to the faculty that they examine all regular programs in the maximum extent possible to determine the extent of equipment and work force needed after the war.

The plan of activities that is on the basis of recommendations of several of the Institute's standing committees, one of the first projects for after the war (Continued on Page 3).

EXAMINATION PERIOD AGAIN

William Blitzer Appointed T.C.A. Boys' Work Plan

The T.C.A. freshmen cabinet met Wednesday night in the Faculty Lounge of Walker Memorial. Most of the meeting was devoted to the inauguration of the new Boys' Work Plan, which was the major topic of the session.

The cabinet is also considering an interclass dance with Wheelock College, which will probably be held after the Well-Tech dance.

T.C.A. Freshman Cabinet Sees Well-Tech Plan

The T.C.A. freshmen cabinet met Wednesday night in the Faculty Lounge of Walker Memorial. Most of the meeting was devoted to the inauguration of the new Boys' Work Plan, which was the major topic of the session.

The cabinet is also considering an interclass dance with Wheelock College, which will probably be held after the Well-Tech dance.

Technology Graduate's Speed, Ability Earns Jap's Hatred

A 1940 graduate of Technology, an aviation ordnance officer, is unhappily feared and hated by the Japanese in the southeast Pacific. His name is "Dead-Eye" Dickson, a master of science.

According to an unusual memo- rable received by the Burial Gener- al Service, O. Lew, of the United Service organization, Dickson is scored to doing the job in a way that will outshine in a hurry the Japs.

Just prior to the Bismarck Sea engagement, he was charged with the difficult task of deviating the Japs from the correct course and maintaining a four-second delay for bombs that varied in size from 500 to 2,000 pounds. Such a few would enable pilots to attack enemy surface vessels from extremely low altitudes with great safety and efficiency.

Made Fine in 48 Hours

Although handicapped by the lack of ordnance manufacturing facilities, Dickson made a complete form only 48 hours before a Jap armada, was equipped during its way down from Rabaul. Being then called to turn into a service self-sustaining flights, using only simple field equip- ment, to make U. S. bomber crews to strike the Jap fleet at flank levels. Dickson delivered the proof.

The principal job for "Dead-Eye" as ordnance officer is to take charge of all equipment, then to command during a pond fight. He is often frequented by Navy and the Japs, under his efforts to keep the Fifth Air Force bomb- ing force, from the lists of aerial combat.

In the previous week, Dickson received the Legion of Merit citation for his work in preparing a report of the Baltimore air armada during the Battle of the Bismarck Sea. In addition to this, he was commended for his service in the T.C.A.

Above all, Dickson is a "aged" for "ex- travagant speed in meeting urgent ordnance problems."

Jay Cecile
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Since some of the members of the Varsity Heavies will not be at the Technology Varsity Heavy Crew will not be eligible for the old. On Saturday, this crew was only one-half second of the excellence of Tech crews.

M.I.T. students for the manner in which they have performed deserving of great credit for their achievement in the face of unusual difficulties, since academic work detracts from the Institute next Spring for formal competition, it is to be understood. Under peacetime conditions, the crews of Technology labor of aluminum castings which handicap the development of best physical condition. Under the present wartime conditions, an accelerated study which handicap the development of best physical condition.

Joe Alley Strike Again
Met's just don't cut the way they used in any more. A 2-2 tie in the other day Mr. Bartholomew coopered up the old and 2 sets of aluminum castings which, but, to demonstrate his point, he gave the castings, just made by the class, a healthy whack with a pair of tongs. The aluminum castings stood firm while the tongs broke in two. Now whose liberty has been upset?

Modern Conveniences
Prof. Knutsen's complaints about the illegibility of the papers turned in by his students and the difficulty which handicap the development of best physical condition. Under the present wartime conditions, an accelerated study which handicap the development of best physical condition.
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Tech Dhingies Take Second At New London
Regatta Is Won by Coast Guardsmen As Harvard, Yale Trail

Last Sunday the Tech Varsity and Junior Varsity took part in a Dhingies regatta at New London, Connecticut, the place of the annual Interclass Track meet, followed closely by Bob Taft, 2-44, president of the Coast Guardsmen. As shown against Lehigh the week before the finish line the Harvard Bridge/port of the Institute was 1,400 civilians and 1,940 military personnel, compared with a prewar enrollment of 2,500 students. The staff has been increased from $4,000,000 to $6,000,000.

**FRESHMAN TAKE IMMORTAL MEET**

The Tech Junior Varsity defeated the Harvard Junior Varsity 3-1, for a total of 16 points. The Harvard men were well in the lead when the race was called because of the crossing of the starting line.

**SMITH, 10-44, WITH 25 POINTS.**
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New Corporation Members Elected

The election of three new life members of the corporation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was announced by Dr. Karl T. Compton, President of the Institute, last night. They are William S. Sewall, President of the Bell Iron Works Corporation, Bath, Maine; Louis B. Cates, President of the Foege Dodge Corporation, New York; and Marshall B. Dunton, President of the Boston Manufacturers Mutual Insurance Company and Paper Mill Mutual Insurance Company of Boston.

All new members of the corporation are alumni of the Institute. Mr. Sewall was graduated in 1899, and served on the corporation of the Institute as an alumni life member from 1906 to 1911. Mr. Cates graduated from the Institute in 1923, and served as a term member of the corporation from 1923 to 1926. Mr. Dunton, was graduated in 1932, and served on the corporation of the Institute from 1936 to 1941. Mr. Dalton was graduated in 1902, and served as a term member of the corporation, and Is the present corporation of the corporation from 1937 to 1938, he was an ex officio member of the corporation, and served from 1936 to 1938. He, and a host of other stars in small parts, will play in the screen bill is "Shot Put" won by Kulesni, '47, third; Schwartz, '46, second; Murphy, A.M.I.T., first; Bryant, '46, fourth; Burton, '46, fifth. Distance 16 3/4 ft. The Army moves down here for the next Cross Country Meet next week Tech will journey to Falmouth, N.H., for the five-year term from 1938 to 1943. Mr. McGuire will take over from Mr. Otis, who was to Renssalaer, while one of the Dartmouth teams has a good record for the season, having only two wins to one loss. The only loss was to Brown, and one of the victories was to Renssalaer, while one of the victories was to Boston. The latest Sherlock Holmes picture, "Mores, 58; Juniors, 30; and "Strictly In The Groove" brings the army of the world's best cigarette tobaccos makes them Milder, Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting. Make your next pack Chesterfield and see how really good a cigarette can be.

Have a Coca-Cola=Welcome, Short-Snorter

(BOSTON-Dante, master mariner, is the hero of this week's "Shot Put" won by Kulesni, '47, third; Schwartz, '46, second; Murphy, A.M.I.T., fifth. Distance 16 3/4 ft. The Army moves down here for the next Cross Country Meet next week. "Mores, 58; Juniors, 30; and "Strictly In The Groove," brings the world's best cigarette tobaccos makes them Milder, Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting. Make your next pack Chesterfield and see how really good a cigarette can be.

Dependable As Your Daily Paper

You light up a cigarette, unfold your newspaper and the news of the world unfolds before your eyes. You depend on the printed word to keep you up to the minute on everything that counts.

And smokers depend on Chesterfield for everything that counts in a cigarette. Their Right Combina
tion of the world's best cigarette tobaccos makes them Milder, Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting. Make your next pack Chesterfield and see how really good a cigarette can be.